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QUICK NOTES 
Info and Input sources? 

 
 

   The PHS web site at http://www.matsuk12.us/phs/site/default.asp continues to evolve. From the homepage, click 
on "Resources," then on "PHS Activities" to find Eligibility Guidelines, a link to the Student Activities Handbook, 
a link to ASAA, and (within the Eligibility Guidelines) a printable PDF version of the Participation Form! 
 
 

   The events calendar is available at http://www.highschoolsports.net/defaultcal.cfm?ct=m&schoolid=AK9964518032&spt=-
1&lvl=-1&division=-1&1773Nav=|&NodeID=405. Paste that into your web browser and view all activities at Palmer High 
School month-by-month, week-by-week, or in other formats. There is also a link from our home page. 
 
 

    “Moose Talk” has accurate, up-to-date recorded information. 746-8400, option 1, will get you the on the 
“Moose Talk” line. 
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SUMMER SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
 

Jun 8  Last day before the Front Office closes for the summer 
Jun 9  Football registration and physicals from 9:00 to 11:00 AM at PHS – Pool Parking Lot entrance 
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Jun 15  Students’ 2012-2013 schedules available for viewing on i-Parent, i-Student 
Jul 16  First day to go online to enroll students for the 2012-2013 school year 
Jul 24  Front Office / Guidance Office open for the 2012-2013 school year 
Aug 1  Anticipated completion of stadium construction project 
Aug 6-10 Enrollment and scheduling of new students 
Aug 10  Teaching staff return to work 
Aug 16  First day of classes for students 
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A TINY BIT OF WORK WILL SAVE … 
 
 

Is it a minor inconvenience to get onto the internet and/or the phone to set up your i-Parent account? Yes.  Is it a 
minor inconvenience to get into i-Parent once it is set up, in order to view attendance and grades? Yes.  Is it a minor 
inconvenience to get into i-Parent to account for an absence from, or late arrival at, school by your child? Yes.  
 
 
 

However… the potential saving of unpleasantness for your child are definitely worth the minor inconveniences 
mentioned above. Parents are now able to excuse a child’s absence or tardiness with a few simple keystrokes on the 
computer, saving the child, the family, and the school, time and energy when it comes to following up on the 
whereabouts of a student who is not where they are expected to be. 

 
 
 

The goal, of course, is not just to save everyone a little time but to allow parents to become fully involved in their 
kids’ education, from attendance to grades to student activities to their social and emotional well-being. So… the 
first step in this scary process can be the i-Parent piece that may, at first, seem inconvenient but can save a lot of 
heartache. 
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GUIDANCE CORNER 
 
 
 

SAT/ACT 
 
 

Check the ACT and SAT web sites to see about taking one of these tests early in the school year. Then you can 
retake one or both of them later, depending on what the results were…. 

 
 
 

♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † 
 
 
 

Class schedules 
 
 

Class schedules for the 2012-2013 school year will be available for viewing on June 15th, on i-Parent and i-Student. 
Please keep in mind that these schedules are tentative based on staffing and master schedule know as of the time the 
scheduling process took place. Because things have a tendency to change over the summer there is a possibility that 
the master schedule will change as a result. This, in turn will alter some individuals’ schedules. 
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SHOTS FROM THE NURSE 
 
 

If you have questions about any health policies or health concerns, please feel free to contact Carmen Pell, RN, 
PHS Nurse at 746-8438 or by email at carmen.pell@matsuk12.us. 
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SPORTS NEWS 
Baseball  
 

Coach David Combs and his squad had an up and down season as the Moose battled sickness and injury off and on 
throughout. They did accomplish something they hadn’t in the last five years by beating the Colony Knights who 
went on to win the Region III title. They also beat the Wasilla Warriors and the Houston Hawks but fell short 
during Regional play on the Kenai Peninsula. If all of the young players stick with it, 2013 and beyond hold great 
promise for the Moose. 

 
 

♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † 

Soccer  
 

The desire to win sometimes is just not enough. Our two soccer squads really wanted to win, but failed to achieve at 
a consistently high enough level to get the job done. They were in most of the games they played, and they played 
hard until the final whistle, but when all was said and done at the Region III Tournament they were not able to 
make it to the state tourney held in Anchorage. A lot of seniors graduated from both Varsity squads, so a new crop 
of young soccer players will share their talent on the ‘pitch’ in 2013. 

 
 

♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † 

Softball  
 

As with Baseball and Socer the Softball squad failed to advance to state tournament play but they had enough 
success in the very short season to give them great hope for 2013 and beyond. Among the 20+ players only a few 
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seniors dotted the lineup so it will come down to consistency, stick-to-it-tiveness, and hard work as they look to 
next season. 

 

♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † 

Track and Field 
 

With cold weather the hallmark of Track and Field in 2012 the Moose hosted the Region III Championships on 
their deteriorating old track for the final time. In spite of looking forward to a brand new blue running service in 
2013 the PHS Track team hoped to make a strong showing in 2012. A smaller-than-expected squad qualified to go 
to the state meet, in Fairbanks, but several athletes left their marks there. Rachel Huffman brought home two silver 
medals in the throws, while a couple of the relay teams had strong showings Joe Day came within a quarter of a 
second of a gold medal in the 800 meter run. Taylor Blake, Palmer’s top, non-senior point winner served notice on 
the field that she’ll be ready in 2013. 

 
 

♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ †♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † ♥ †  ♥ † 

Volunteer opportunities / Information 
 

For questions about, or to assist with, any activities contact our Athletic Director, Jeff Thiede at 746-8424. 
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FRESH AIR  
 
 
 
 

It is interesting that my departure from Palmer High School is seen by so many people as something other than 
what it is.  
 
 

What my departure is not includes the following: Someone higher up on the ‘corporate ladder’ forcing me out; a 
reflection of my dissatisfaction with the PHS staff; a response to parental pressure to leave; the fact that I started to 
hate my job; and several other reasons. 
 
 

The reality of why I am leaving can be encapsulated in the phrase “a breath of fresh air.” This includes several 
components, not the least of which is the knowledge that being effective in leading a large, comprehensive high 
school takes a lot of passion, a ton of energy, and a genuine love for what you do. I realized that while I still loved 
what I was doing, I did not have the energy or passion that Palmer High school deserved; someone with new and 
fresh ideas would better serve the school community.  
 
 

Palmer High School will be infused with a “breath of fresh air” when Reese Everett begins his tenure here in July. 
My move to the Mat Su day school signals the beginning of my tenure there and, hopefully, will be marked by 
some “fresh air” for the program there. I am looking forward to a new set of challenges and opportunities and I 
know Mr. Everett is excited to come back to where his professional career began. 
 
 

I am thankful for the opportunity I was given twelve years ago to come to this school and this school community. I 
have thoroughly enjoyed the experiences I have had (yes, some were more enjoyable than others) and I have 
treasured the relationship I had with phenomenal students and a great staff. My parting request is that you afford 
Mr. Everett the warm, welcoming support I have enjoyed over the years and get involved making Palmer High 
School even better than I have left it. 
 
 

Thank you, and enjoy that fresh air; I know that I will!  ☺ 
 
 
 

☺ ☻ ☺ ☻ ☺ 
 
 

~Wolfgang Winter, Principal 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
 
 
 

“Moose Tracks”  
is published monthly through the: 

 
Office of the Principal 
Palmer High School 
1170 W. Arctic Ave 
Palmer, AK 99645 

(907) 746-8409     fax 746-8402 
reese.everett@matsuk12.us 
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Contact phone numbers and e-mail addresses for Certified Staff at Palmer High School 
 
 
 

Lee Anderson  School Psychologist 746 – t.b.a.  lorna.anderson@matsuk12.us 
Don Berberich  Agriculture  746 – 8457  don.berberich@matsuk12.us 
John Bishop  Social Studies  746 – 8452  john.bishop@matsuk12.us 
Brandon Blake  PE / Health  746 – 8473  brandon.blake@matsuk12.us 
Gilbert Campbell  Woods / Drafting  746 – 8420  gilbert.campbell@matsuk12.us 
Rod Christiansen  Science   746 – 8455  rodney.christiansen@matsuk12.us 
Steven Cook  Business Education  746 – 8442  steve.cook@matsuk12.us 
Kyle Drasky  Social Studies  746 – 8426  kyle.drasky@matsuk12.us 
Margo Easter  French   746 – 8446  margo.easter@matsuk12.us 
John Egan  Auto  / Electronics  746 – 8418  john.egan@matsuk12.us 
Reese Everett  Principal   746 – 8409  reese.everett@matsuk12.us 
Andrew Fournier  English   746 – 8459  andrew.fournier@matsuk12.us 
Shelli Franckowiak  Art   746 – 8447  shelli.franckowiak@matsuk12.us 
June Fritz   Science   746 – 8453  june.fritz@matsuk12.us 
Mike Fry   Science   746 – 8443  michael.fry@matsuk12.us 
Greg Fullmer  Social Studies  746 – 8475  greg.fullmer@matsuk12.us 
Suzy Gerhardt  Spanish   746 – 8474  suzy.gerhardt@matsuk12.us  
Dan Gorman  Social Studies  746 – 8430  daniel.gorman@matsuk12.us  
Stan Harris  Music   746 – 8403  stanley.harris@matsuk12.us  
Nichelle Henry  English   746 – 8465  nichelle.henry@matsuk12.us 
Kent Hermon  Special Education  746 – 8468  kent.hermon@matsuk12.us 
Christy Irish  English   746 – 8472  christy.irish@matsuk12.us 
Sharon Johnson  Counselor (A-K)  746 – 8432  sharonb.johnson@matsuk12.us 
Vicki Keller  Math   746 – 8479  vicki.keller@matsuk12.us 
Deborah Kemp  Math   746 – 8450  deborah.kemp@matsuk12.us 
John Koutsky  Science   746 – 8448  john.koutsky@matsuk12.us 
Keeton Kroon  Math   746 – 8444  keeton.kroon@matsuk12.us 
Kelly Kuzina  English   746 – 8467  kelly.kuzina@matsuk12.us 
Francine Lombard  PE / Health  746 – 8417  francine.lombard@matsuk12.us 
Francine Long  Math   746 – 8451  francine.long@matsuk12.us 
Jason Marvel  English   746 – 8421  jason.marvel@matsuk12.us 
Mary McCall  Special Education  746 – 8440  mary.mccall@matsuk12.us 
Andrea Messenger-Price Special Education  746 – 8464  andrea.messengerprice@matsuk12.us 
Catherine Meyer  Special Education  746 – 84??  catherine.meyer@matsuk12.us 
Garth Morgan  Assistant Principal  746 – 8412  garth.morgan@matsuk12.us 
Carmen Pell  Nurse   746 – 8438  carmen.pell@matsuk12.us 
Kim Ray   English   746 – 8410  kim.ray@matsuk12.us 
Paul Reid   PE / Health  746 – 8473  paul.reid@matsuk12.us 
Katie Rose  Project Counselor  746 – 8431  kathryn.rose@matsuk12.us 
Glen Rouse  Special Education  746 – 8463  glen.rouse@matsuk12.us 
Carol Ryan-Aube  Social Studies  746 – 8434  carol.ryan-aube@matsuk12.us 
Teresa Savel  Special Education  746 – 8439  teresa.savel@matsuk12.us 
Mary Shreves  GIS/Drafting/Engineering 746 – 8420  mary.shreves@matsuk12.us 
Cindy Simon  Library / Media   746 – 8437  cindy.simon@matsuk12.us 
Jan Stortz   Special Education  746 – 8483  jan.seaman-stortz@matsuk12.us  
Jeff Thiede  Athletic Director  746 – 8424  jeff.thiede@matsuk12.us 
Bev Thomson  Science   746 – 8456  beverly.thomson@matsuk12.us 
Kevin Vig  Special Education  746 – 8435  kevin.vig@matsuk12.us 
Zoelea Vey  Aviation   746 – 8449  zoelea.vey@matsuk12.us 
Michelle Wessling  Special Education  746 – 8460  michelle.wessling@matsuk12.us 
Cheryl Williams  Science   746 – 8454  cheryl.williams@matsuk12.us 
James Zimmer  Guidance (O-Z)  746 – 8419  james.zimmer@matsuk12.us 
t.b.a.   Family & Consumer Science 746 – 8425   
t.b.a.   Math   746 – 84??   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For any other PHS people, please call 746-8400 and choose option #7; we will assist you with the appropriate number or e-mail address.  
 
 

Suggestion:  Make a “group” in your e-mail account of all of your child’s teachers and counselor and e-mail them as a group requesting input, make 
suggestions, give praise or criticism, and so on. Conversely, teachers can then make a group of each of their classes to keep parents updated…. 
 

   


